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MULTILINGUAL INTERACTIONS AND CODE-MIXING
IN NORTHWEST AMAZONIA1

Wilson de Lima Silva

University of Arizona

The multilingualism of the Vaupés region in Northwest Amazonia has drawn attention
from scholars for decades. This paper addresses issues involving code-switching and code-
mixing in this region. The claim has often been repeated that in spite of intense multilingual-
ism, code-mixing does not occur. I report findings that show this is not the case. This study is
based on fieldwork in a Desano community in Colombia. This study documents code-switching
and code-mixing and has important implications for the general claims that have been made.
The data come from interactions among speakers of Eastern Tukanoan languages who have
different ethnic affiliations but who engage in multilingual speech that violates what has been
claimed to be prescribed norms of language that forbid code-mixing. The results contribute to
the understanding of the linguistic practices of these people and correct misconceptions about
their linguistic behavior.
[Keywords:multilingualism, code-switching, code-mixing, Tukanoan, NorthwestAmazonia]

1. Introduction. Multilingualism in the Vaupés region of Northwest Ama-
zonia has received extensive attention in the linguistic and anthropological liter-
ature. It is a widespread contention that code-mixing (i.e., intra-sentential mixing
of words from different languages) in the Vaupés is highly constrained (see
Sorensen 1967, 1985; Jackson 1974, 1976, 1983; C. Hugh-Jones 1979; S. Hugh-
Jones 1979; Chernela 1983; Aikhenvald 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2006;
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Espitia, and Eduardo Espitia for receiving me in their homes and sharing their knowledge with me. Fi-
nally, I would like to express my special thanks of gratitude to Frank José Carrasquilla Matos—
my Desano teacher, long-time Desano consultant, and friend—for helping me with the transcrip-
tions and translations of the materials. My thanks are extended to Scott AnderBois, Rosemary Beam
de Azcona, Lyle Campbell, Patience Epps, Benjamin Lawrance, and Keren Rice, who read drafts of
this paper and provided me with valuable feedback. Thanks also to the two anonymous reviewers,
as well as David Beck, for their constructive suggestions and feedback. Of course, I am alone re-
sponsible for the final content of the paper, including any oversight and/or oversimplification. My
research on Desano was supported by funding from the National Science Foundation/DEL BCS-
1500755 andBCS-1837852; however, the findings and conclusions expressed in this paper are those
of the author and do not reflect the views of the funding agency. Unless another source is indicated, the
data is from my own fieldwork.
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Epps2006,2009,2012;Gomez-Imbert1991;Stenzel2005;EppsandStenzel2013).
Significant in this literature, anda focusof thispaper, is themuch repeatedclaim that
code-mixing is outright forbidden or that it occurs only in narratives or conversa-
tions when quoting what someone has said, or in indirect quotations. Naturalistic
multilingual interactions among speakers of several Eastern Tukanoan languages
in the community of San José de Viña, however, demonstrate that code-mixing
does occur in everyday interactions, in multiple contexts, and notably when speak-
ers are unguarded in their linguistic behavior. As the data presented in this paper
will show, the claim that code-mixing is banned in the Vaupés is overstated; it
occurs in contexts of everyday interaction, in speaker’s homes, social situations,
and social events.
This paper is organized as follows: in 2 I provide a brief overview of the multi-

lingual Vaupés, followed in 3 by background information on what is known about
code-switching and code-mixing in the Vaupés. In 4 I give an overview of the
Desano and Siriano languages and their speakers, and a description of the San José
de Viña community. The methods of data collection and annotation are described
in 5, followed by the description of findings in three distinct contexts of multi-
lingual interactions in 6. In 7, I discuss these findings and offer some final obser-
vations about the potential for further research on code-switching and code-mixing
in the Vaupés region and beyond.

2. The multilingual Vaupés. The Vaupés region covers an area of nearly
40,000 square miles in the the Brazil-Colombia border area in northwest Ama-
zonia. The indigenous groups of this region share numerous cultural traits and speak
some thirty languages belonging to five language families (Arawakan, Cariban,
Kakua-Nɨkak, Nadahup [also known as Makúan], and [Eastern] Tukanoan). Many
indigenous people in the area also speak Portuguese or Spanish. The Vaupés is
famous not only for its extensive multilingualism but also for patrilocal linguistic
exogamy wherein, simply put, a spouse must marry someone who speaks a differ-
ent language and children live in their father’s community and identify with their
father’s language. Linguistic exogamy and other local social practices (e.g., trade
of goods with neighboring villages, virilocality) have contributed to the character
and extent of the situation of widespread multilingualism, on both the individual
and community levels.2

Although much of what is known of multilingualism in the Vaupés region dates
from earlier periods when the Tukanoan people lived in longhouses (e.g., Soren-
sen 1967; Jackson 1974), several general observations remain pertinent today. One
such observation is that group or “ethnic” affiliation among the Eastern Tuka-
noan people is patrilineal, and they identify with their father’s language, although in

2 See Sorensen (1967) and Jackson (1974, 1976, 1983) for detailed accounts of exogamous
marriage practices in the region.
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many cases they learn their mother’s language first. Another observation is that
language is an emblem of social identity, and speakers tend to stress the differences
in their languages, even when they are similar because of their close phylogenetic
relationship (Jackson 1974). Furthermore, in spite of the intense contact situation,
speakers actively accentuate and maintain differences in the pronunciation and
structure of the languages they speak (Gomez-Imbert 1991). The claimed avoid-
ance of code-mixing has been assumed to be related to this attention to maintain-
ing and stressing differences among these languages.

Before we continue, a word about terminology is in order. Talking about code-
mixing in the Vaupés, or indeed elsewhere, is complicated by the fact that there is
currently no consensus on the terminology; sometimes the terms “code-switching”
and “code-mixing” are used interchangeably (cf. Matras 2009:101). Poplack (2015),
for example, uses the term “code-switching” to refer both to mixing and alterna-
tion of two or more languages in discourse, within and between sentences, constit-
uents, or words by fully proficient multilingual speakers. In a study focusing mostly
on Tariana-Tukano contact, Aikhenvald (2002) differentiates these two terms, fol-
lowing Clyne (1987) and Hill and Hill (1986), distinguishing the “meaningful and
appropriate code-switching” that is allowed in specific situations and the instances
that are not allowed, which she calls “code-mixing.” She also uses the term “lan-
guage mixing” to refer to the insertion of lexical and grammatical morphemes from
other languages (Aikhenvald 2002:187).

In order to avoid confusion, I adopt definitions of “code-switching” and “code-
mixing” that view them as two distinct processes. Thus, following Muysken (2000:
1), I distinguish code-switching, defined as the “succession of at least two distinct
languages in a single speech event” (i.e., as instances of inter-sentential switches),
from code-mixing, which refers to “all cases where lexical items and grammatical
features from two languages appear in one sentence” (i.e., as instances of intra-
sentential switches). I also include under the label “code-mixing” cases of lexical
items that show a mix of morphemes from two (or more) distinct languages; these
are known in the literature as “hybrid borrowing,” which is a mix of partly bor-
rowed material and partly native material (cf. Haspelmath 2009).

3. What is known about code-mixing in the Vaupés. As noted above,
it is frequently claimed that despite the extensive multilingualism and intense
contact among speakers of different languages, code-mixing is avoided and stig-
matized (Aikhenvald 2002; Epps and Stenzel 2013). Sorensen (1967:675) reports
that when an individual speaks closely related languages, there is a tendency to
keep these languages separate since “speakers do not overtly mix the languages
they do know” (Stenzel 2005:10). Aikhenvald observes that “those who violate
the principle of keeping languages strictly apart and commit the ‘crime’ of mix-
ing their languages by introducing lexical and grammatical loans are ridiculed
as incompetent and sloppy” (2003b:7). A similar view of code-mixing has been
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reported for other languages in the region. Chernela (2013:213) reports that,
for Wanano speakers, code-mixing is regarded as “speaking in pieces” and
is ridiculed, and the mixing of languages is chastised. A linguistic etiquette ap-
pears to operate wherein people, loyal to their father’s language, avoid code-
mixing and lexicalborrowings(Gomez-Imbert1991;Aikhenvald2002;Chernela
2013). In short, it has generally been reported that code-mixing is a virtually non-
existent practice in the Vaupés region.
Although language attitudes in the Vaupés region are described as forbidding

the mixing of languages, there are a few situations in which code-mixing is allowed
in speech. According to Aikhenvald (2002:190), one of the “lawful” uses of code-
switching among the Tariana is when a speaker wants to quote something said in
another language, as in (1):3

Tariana (with elements of Tukano)
(1a) ati’a(TUK) ’pi–wana di–na’(TAR) nii–a–mo(TUK)

come 2SG–call 3SG.NF–OBJ say–REC.P:VIS–3SG:F

‘Come (here), she said, “Call him.”’

(1b) ’ati’a–ato’(TUK) du–a–tahka pi–na(TAR)
come–IMP:SEC 3SG:F–say–FR:REC.P:VIS 2SG–OBJ

‘She did indeed say (in vain) to you, “Come (on your father’s order)!”’

(Aikhenvald 2003a:190)

These utterances in (1) illustrate a direct speech complement in Tariana of the
Tukano verb ‘to say’ during a conversation in Tukano (1a) or a direct speech com-
plement in Tukano in a Tariana sentence (1b). Similar phenomena have been
reported for other languages, such as Hup (see Epps 2009:998).
What is common to such examples is that they present quoted speech in tra-

ditional narratives. In the context of telling a story, speakers usually tend to speak
only one language (their father’s language), especially in the presence of a re-
searcher they know is studying their language. It is important to note here that, in
general, researchers working in the region have primarily documented narratives
and conversations focusing on one language for the purpose of producing a gram-
matical description, rather than conversation and other forms of unguarded

3 The following abbreviations are used in this paper: 1 5 first person, 2 5 second person, 3 5
third person, AN 5 animate, ANAPH 5 anaphoric, ASSER 5 assertive, BAR 5 Barasano, CLS5 classifier,
COMPL5 completive, CONC5 conclusive, CONTR5 contrary,DES5Desano,DIM5 diminutive, EMPH5
emphatic, EXCL 5 exclusive, EVID 5 evidential, F 5 feminine, FR 5 frustrative, IMP 5 imperative,
IMPFV 5 imperfective, IMPLIC 5 implicit, INCIP 5 incipient, INTERJ 5 interjection, INTERR 5 interrog-
ative, LOC 5 locative, M 5 masculine, NEG 5 negative, NF 5 non-feminine, NOM 5 nominalizer,
OBJ5 object, PL5 plural, PFV5 perfective, PROX5 proximal, REC.P5 recent past, REF5 referential,
REP 5 reported, SEC 5 secondhand, SG 5 singular, SIR 5 Siriano, SP 5 Spanish, SPEC 5 speculative,
SR5switch reference, TAR5 Tariana, TUK5 Tukano, VIS5 visual. If a given utterance in a language is
said using elements from other languages (including Spanish), these elements are presented in boldface.
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discourse interactions involving speakers of different group affiliations who iden-
tify with different languages. This may be one reason why code-mixing has
been largely absent from such studies, whereas in the work reported below, which
covers a wider range of naturalistic discourse, code-mixing is found to be much
more frequent and accepted in the Desano and Siriano communities where I
conduct my research.

4. The Desano and Siriano languages and their communities. Desano
and Siriano are closely related languages, forming a distinctive subgroup within
the Eastern Tukanoan branch of the Tukanoan family (Waltz and Wheeler 1972;
Chacon 2014).4 Speakers of these languages intermarry, indicating that they are
different languages for the purposes of the linguistic exogamy of the region. In
terms of endangerment, Crevels (2012) classifies Desano as endangered and Siriano
as severely endangered. I consider both languages severely endangered, not only
because of the small numbers of speakers but for other reasons, including the fact
that in many villages (especially on the Brazilian side of the border) speakers are
increasingly exposed to national languages as they relocate to urban areas, where
they use Tukano and/or Spanish/Portuguese more frequently.

The data in this paper are based on work in the Desano community of San Jose
de Viña, located in Caño Viña (on the Paca River, a Colombian tributary of the
Papurí River—see figure 1). At the time of my visits, in June 2014 and January
2015, nine families lived in this community, comprising twenty-one Desanos and
seventeen Sirianos (including men, women, and children), as well as seven af-
final women from four additional Eastern Tukanoan ethnic groups (four Tukano,
one Kotiria, one Kubeo, and one Yuriti). I refer to this community as a Desano-
Siriano community in the sense that, in this location, Desano men tend to marry
mostly Siriano women. All the married men are Desano, there are only two un-
married Siriano men, and the other fifteen Sirianos are women. The two unmar-
ried Siriano men in this community are the sons of a Desano man who “switched”
his identity to Siriano (more on this below) and the nephew of a Desano man. The
Tukano, Kotiria, and Yuriti women are married to Desano men, and the Kubeo
woman’s deceased husband was Siriano. All the people in the community (including

4 Formerly, it had not been clear whether these were separate languages. Aikhenvald (1999:386)
lists them as “mutually intelligible languages,” sharing 89% of a 300-word vocabulary, although she
also states that “Siriano and Desano are not dialects of each other” (2002:286 fn.). Preliminary in-
vestigations being undertaken by the author support the view that Desano and Siriano are distinct
languages based on testing intelligibility with the Desano of the Tiquié River (who are not in contact
with Siriano speakers) listening to Siriano recordings. When these Desanos were asked questions about
the recordings, they reported that they could not understand it very well but were able to recognize
some words. We did not test Siriano speakers listening to Desano because all the Sirianos we know
in Colombia either speak Desano or were able to understand the language since they live in close con-
tact with Desano speakers.
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children) speak Desano, Siriano, and Tukano. Thus, the repertoire of languages of
this community consists of six distinct indigenous languages, as well as Spanish.

This community was traditionally Desano in the sense that it was the site of
a Desano longhouse before the arrival of the missionaries in the region and con-
tact with government agencies. In other parts of the region (e.g., in the Piraparaná
River area), the communities have been shown to mirror, in important aspects,
the traditional longhouse organization (cf. Århem 2001; S. Hugh-Jones 1995).
Some adults now in their sixties (or older) recount stories of living in a longhouse
as children. Nevertheless, the current lifestyle remains grounded in local traditions
and the traditional social organization. Linguistically, the community still follows
the norm of using the men’s language (Desano) as the main language of the com-
munity. Siriano is the language of the majority of the women; their husbands also
speak it, but only on certain occasions (especially at home). All the other lan-
guages are the language of affines/wives—or this at least appears to be the case
in San José de Viña and other communities located on the more remote head-
waters of the Papurí River on the Colombian side of the international border with
Brazil, where access is more restricted/difficult for outsiders.

5. Methods of data collection and annotation. The data reported here
were collected during two field visits to San José da Viña, one from June to
July 2014 and the second in January 2015. During these visits, we videotaped
approximately two hours of conversations, involving groups of four to fifteen in-
dividuals raging in ages from 18 to 70, comprising a total of 35 individuals (in-
cluding bystanders). In most of the cases, community members would suggest
what sort of activities they would want to have video-recorded. They decided
that we should document activities that could result in materials that are useful
for their language and culture preservation efforts—for example, when a mother
and daughter asked us to record them making harina ‘manioc flour’, or when
community members wanted to talk about traditional tools and utensils that
are becoming obsolete and forgotten by the young generations. Other materi-
als were collected when participants were playing a board game, which was orig-
inally and primarily aimed at recording naturalistic discourse targeting evidentiality
in Desano (see Silva and AnderBois 2016).

Transcriptions and translations of the material were completed in the field
using ELAN (Brugman and Russel 2004) and double-checked for accuracy in
consultation with Desano-Siriano speakers. Because these two languages are
closely related, there is lexical overlap in the data, and decisions with respect to
coding what was Siriano versus Desano were made by Desano and Siriano speak-
ers during the annotation (transcription and translation) of the material. The speak-
ers participating in the annotation of these materials were also able to identify
instances of other languages in the recordings.
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6. Samples of code-switching and code-mixing. In this section, I pre-
sent some of the instances of code-mixing recorded in three distinct contexts.
The first is a community gathering which took place in the community center,
where all the adults of the community met to discuss activities for the Desano
language documentation project. The second context was in a more private set-
ting, inside a family home. Finally, the third context was in the community center
recording young people playing a board game.
These code-mixing instances occurred in an environment of intensive code-

switching. In these interactions, speakers of different languages tended to use
the language of the group with whom they identify, as opposed to the community
language (Desano), as would have been expected based on the literature. It merits
reiterating that the contexts in which these data were collected represent infor-
mal, unstructured, everyday interactions of speakers of different Eastern Tukanoan
languages. Such interactions differ from formal, structured contexts—situations
in which speakers are consciously aware that they are expected to provide text
(narrative) or converse in one particular language (i.e., in their father’s language).
The reader will notice that, in the examples below, there are several instances

of lexical items that mix morphemes of distinct languages. These are treated as
instances of code-mixing (as opposed to hybrid borrowings)—that is, these lex-
ical items with mixed morphology are viewed here as a type of contact-induced
speech behavior, instead of as a type of contact-induced change (cf. Haspelmath
2009). The terminological distinction is not relevant here, as these items still
show violation of the proscribed linguistic etiquette that does not allow mixing.

6.1. Context 1: Group discussion. In this interaction, community mem-
bers were gathered at the community center to talk about the activities for the
language documentation project. There were nine participants in this interaction:
five Desanos (two women, three men), two Sirianos (one woman, one man), and
two Tukano women. The speakers were beginning to discuss the project’s activ-
ities in the community, and other people gathered to ask questions about the
project. FCM, a Desano research assistant, is introducing the project and its goals,
in Desano, when his paternal uncle (also a Desano) utters the question in (2):

Desano (with elements of Tukano and Spanish)
(2) mãhkʉ̃(TUK) pregunta(SPA) mẽrã wa’a–bu–ro

son question with go–SPEC–NON3:IMPFV

i–ri(DES) mãhkʉ̃(TUK)
this–INTERR Son

‘Son, will these questions continue?’

The utterance in (2), spoken by FCM’s uncle, contains elements of Tukano and
Spanish, to which Frank replies in Desano with ã’ã iripeta ãrã ‘yes, (we) are
already starting!’ According to the reported language etiquette, we would expect
Frank’s uncle, LUI, to use Desano only; however, he uses the Tukano kinship
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term mãhkʉ̃ ‘son’ twice.5 The use of the Spanish word pregunta ‘question’ may
have been motivated by my presence, as the researcher/outsider asking ques-
tions of participants.

6.2. Context 2: Making manioc flour. In a different context, code-mixing
occurred when a Tukano mother and her Desano daughter were demonstrating
the process of making manioc flour inside their home. This activity was not
planned—making manioc flour is part of their daily activity and they were do-
ing it upon our arrival in the house, when the daughter asked us to record what
they were already doing. The father is standing in the room, watching, but does
not participate in the interaction. I am standing next to FCM, who is audio-
recording the conversation. I am holding the video camera and do not participate
in the conversation. The interaction begins with the daughter (ZOE, a 25-year-
old Desano) speaking in Desano with her Desano cousin, FMC, and in Tukano
with her mother. There is a lot of code-switching in these utterances, even between
the two cousins, who are both fluent speakers of Desano. For example, in the fol-
lowing exchange (3–6), ZOE asks FCM, in Tukano:

Tukano
(3) mũhsũ–kã5ti

make.noise–ASSER–ANAPH

‘Is it recording?’

FCM replies in Desano:

Desano
(4) buhsu–toha i–a

make.noise–already do–ASSER

‘It’s already recording.’

ZOE asks FCM what she should say, again using Tukano:

Tukano
(5) hmm dero nĩ–sã–ri yʉ’–pe

hmm how say–may–INTERR 1SG–SR

‘Hmm, how/what may I say?

FCM continues to use Desano in his replies:

Desano
(6) sʉa–ri–re

sift–NOM–REF

‘. . . about sieving it’

5 The Tukano word mãhkʉ̃ ‘son’ is also used to refer to a brother’s son (i.e., nephew). Both
FCM’s father and uncle are married to Tukano women, who are also sisters, and his aunt was pres-
ent in this interaction.
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According to the literature, we would expect this interaction to be all in Desano.
The father (a Desano man) is present in the home, and the two cousins are
Desano. However, ZOE decides to speak her mother’s language. The interac-
tion continues and, following (6), the daughter then asks her mother, in Desano
(rather than Tukano), what she is supposed to say, as shown in (7):

Desano
(7) nõ’pa ã’rĩ–kuri yʉ’pʉ?

how say–INTERR 1SG–SR

‘How should I say?’

To which her mother replies with the utterance (8) in Tukano mixed with el-
ements of Desano:

Tukano (with an element of Desano)
(8) ãrĩyẽ i–go i–a(DES) nia–to–ta(TUK)

manioc.bread do–3SG.F do–ASSER say–ANAPH–EMPH

‘(You) say I am making manioc bread.’

Note that the code-mixing in (8) has a similar function to that described for
narratives. The mother uses Desano to express what her daughter, ZOE, should
say in Desano. It also indicates to the daughter which language she should be
using in this interaction. The conversation continues with ZOE code-switching
between Desano and Tukano. Toward the end of the interaction, ZOE begins to
use the Spanish word mamá ‘mom’ to refer to her mother, as shown in (9–11).

Tukano (with an element of Spanish)
(9) mãmã(SPA) peo–sã–mõ mãhã(TUK)

mom put.on.top–might–3SG.F then

‘Then mom might put it on top (of the stove).’

Desano (with an element of Spanish)
(10) mãmã(SPA) peo–go5ku–mõ pare(DES)

mom put.on.top–3SG.F5might–3SG.F then

‘Then mom might put it on top (of the stove).’

Desano (with an element of Spanish)
(11) mã(DES) mãmã(SPA)

ready mom

‘(It’s) ready, mom!’

Note that in (10) ZOE repeats in Desano an utterance with the same meaning
as the one she said in Tukano (9). At this point in the interaction, her mother
seems to be annoyed with the fact that ZOE was not explaining the preparation
properly, and particularly because of the use of the Spanish word. She repri-
mands ZOE with the utterance in (12) which contains elements of Spanish,
Tukano, and Desano:
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Tukano (with elements of Desano and Spanish)
(12) mãmã(SPA) nĩ–ti–ka–ya(TUK) mẽõ(DES)

mom say–NEG–ASSER–IMP mom

nĩ–yã(TUK) wĩrã–ye(DES) nĩ–ti5wu–te(TUK)
say–IMP Desano–CLSTONGUE say–NEG5as.you.see–ANAPH

‘Don’t say mamá, say mẽõ (‘mom’) in Desano, don’t say like that.’

The interaction ends with ZOE’s utterance (13) in Desano:

Desano
(13) mẽõ

‘mom’

The interaction in (5–13) shows instances of both code-switching and code-
mixing. It illustrates discrepancies with what is expected from previous ethno-
graphic accounts. For example, one of the reported characteristics of language
use in the Vaupés is that children usually use their father’s language to talk to
both their father and their mother, especially if the father is present (Sorensen
1967:678); however, what we see here is that the daughter, a young adult, uses
Tukano to talk to both her Desano cousin and her Tukano mother. When I asked
FCM why his cousin was using Tukano in this interaction, he said that their
mother’s language is usually the one used at home. On the other hand, we see
that both FCM and his aunt (ZOE’s mother) try to keep ZOE on track by speak-
ing Desano. The use of Tukano (the mother’s language) at home could also be
part of a previously unobserved but ongoing pattern. When asked, FCM and his
uncle (a Desano and ZOE’s father) reported that it is common for kids to use
their mother’s language at home since that is how they learn the mother’s lan-
guage. The use of Spanish was the only instance that was explicitly reprimanded
in the interaction.

6.3. Context 3: Playing a board game. In this context, some young com-
munity members gathered to play the Mastermind© board game.6 I had planned
this activity as a semi-naturalistic elicitation task for investigating modals and
evidentials with two Desano speakers (cf. Silva and AnderBois 2016). I was the
codemaker, sitting on the opposite side of the table from the two speakers who were
invited to play the game as codebreakers. Other bystanders were watching the
activity. Unexpectedly, the activity resulted in an interaction involving several lan-
guages, instead of in Desano only as I had expected. The six excerpts presented
here are from two separate interactions involving mostly the same individuals.

6 Mastermind is a logic game originally designed for two players. One player (the code-maker)
secretly places four colored pegs behind a screen and the other player (the code-breaker) tries to
guess the pattern, receiving partial nonverbal feedback from the code-maker after each intermedi-
ate guess. The game was adapted here to allow for multiple players, so they would converse.
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6.3.1. Excerpt 1. Examples (14–18) involve four people. EDM is a male
Siriano, in his twenties; besides Siriano, he speaks Desano (his mother’s lan-
guage), Kubeo, Tukano, and Spanish. ORL is a male Desano, in his twenties;
besides Desano, he speaks Kubeo (his mother’s language), Siriano (his grand-
parents’ language), Tukano, and Spanish. ZOE is a female Desano in her twen-
ties; she also speaks Siriano, Tukano (her mother’s language), and Spanish; the
fourth speaker is LUI, a Desano male who speaks Siriano (his wife’s language),
Tukano, and Spanish. EDM and ORL were the codebreakers. Sitting next to
them is JON, a Desano male in his late teens—he speaks Desano, Tukano (his
mother’s language), Siriano, and Spanish. Other community members were stand-
ing next to the table (providing unsolicited tips); they will be introduced in later
examples. These utterances (14–18) were produced at the very beginning of the
game, when the two participants (ORL and EDM) were picking the pegs to be
placed on the board.
In this interaction, each participant seems to be negotiating the language of

conversation (even though they were asked to play the game using Desano). How-
ever, EDM opens the interaction (14) using his language (Siriano), with elements
of Spanish (addressing ORL, a Desano):

Siriano (with an element of Spanish)
(14) ĩ–sã–rẽ mã–rẽ(SIR) gãnã(SPA)–burã

this–also–REF we–REF win–quickly

ãrã–yu–ro mãrĩ–rẽ da’pa(SIR)
be–EVID–PFV:1 we–REF now

‘It’s up to us to win quickly this game, now.’

This is followed by ZOE’s utterance in Tukano—her utterance (15), however, is
not directed to the players, but to a Tukano woman (who speaks Desano) stand-
ing next to her, watching the game:

Tukano
(15) tí to–pʉ sã’–se sã’–rõ

these there–LOC put.inside–fit put.inside–LOC

nĩ–wʉ̃5ta to–pʉ–re
have–PAST:15EMPH there–LOC–REF

‘These pieces are for placing in there (on the board).’

Following ZOE’s utterance, Desano is introduced in ORL’s turn with sentence
(16) directed to EDM:

Desano
(16) peo–a–yu–ro pare wahpi–kʉri–ye

put.on.top–ASSER–EVID–PFV:1 then partner–CLSGROUP–CLSPIECE
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ãrĩ–ka pare
be–EVID then

‘Then let’s play; there are four pieces.’

EDM remains quiet, concentrating on the game, and ZOE addresses ORL,
with the sentence (17) in Desano:

Desano
(17) Negu õ–ge–re gʉa poro–ge–re

nego here–LOC–REF 1PL:EXCL close–LOC–REF

peo–ke (DES) yahsa–di–ru
put.on.top–IMP green–NOM–CLSCONCAVE

‘Nego, over here, close to us, put the green peg.’7

There is no code-mixing up to this point. LUI who was standing by them, ut-
ters (18) which mixes Desano, Siriano, and Spanish (addressing ORL and EDM,
the codebreakers):

Desano (with elements of Siriano and Spanish)
(18) i–pʉ–re yuhu ãrã–bʉ(DES)

this–CONTR–REF one be–PFV

gahi(SIR)–kolor(SPA) ãrã–bʉ5ta(SIR)
other–color be–PFV5EMPH

‘Over here is one; (and there) is another color.’

After LUI’s intervention in the interaction, ORL and EDM continue playing
the game using Desano and Siriano, respectively. There are occasional interrup-
tions from the bystanders, providing tips in their respective languages.

6.3.2. Excerpt 2. A little further into the game, the exchange in (19–22)
occurs, involving two new participants who were bystanders—YOL a Desano
female in her thirties (she is married to a Siriano), and RUV, a Desano female
in her twenties (ORL’s sister; she speaks Siriano, Kubeo, Tukano, and Barasano,
her husband’s language). In (19) YOL addresses ORL and EDM in Desano with
elements of Tukano and Siriano:

Desano (with elements of Tukano and Siriano)
(19) ĩ–pe(TUK)–re bira ãrĩ–a–beri(DES) mʉ̃’sã(SIR)

this:AN–SR–REF play say–ASSER–NEG 2PL

‘You are not saying for this one to play’

7 The term Nego is a reduced version of the Spanish word ‘negro’. In this context, Nego is used
as a nickname/term of endearment for ORL.
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This is followed by (20), with RUV addressing ORL in Desano:

Desano
(20) yãã–mũ–ke ãrĩ–ku–mĩ mʉ̃’ʉ̃–rẽ

see–mend–IMP say–REP–IMPFV:3SG.M 2PL–REF

‘He is saying for you to double check (see if it’s correct).

ORL then addresses EDM, uttering (21) in Siriano, which contains an element
of Desano:

Siriano (with an element of Desano)
(21) õ–gã–rẽ ãmũ–rõ ãrã–bo5ta mãrĩ(DES)

here–DIM-REF mend–IMPFV:1 be–SPEC5EMPH 1PL

‘It’s for us to correct over here.’

To which EDM responds (22) in Siriano:

Siriano
(22) õ–gã5ta5bu aah. . .eehh. . .páá. . .

here–DIM5EMPH5CONC aha

‘It’s over here! Aha!

In the examples in Excerpt 2, YOL, who up to this point was only observing
the two players, noted that JON was not playing (even though he was sitting next
to the two code-breakers, whispering to them in Tukano). YOL speaks the Desano
utterance in (19), which includes elements of Tukano (-pe coding ‘switch refer-
ence’ [Ramirez 1997:256]) and Siriano (mʉ̃ʔsã ‘2SG’). Tukano is the language
being used by JON, and Siriano is the language used by EDM and ORL. Then,
another bystander, RUV, reiterates, in Desano, to ORL and EDM what JON
seemed to have whispered in Tukano. JON speaks Desano but in this game he
only uses Tukano, his mother’s language. This is followed by ORL in sentence
(21), speaking in Siriano with an element of Desano (in bold), which is followed
by EDM’s utterance (22) in Siriano.

6.3.3. Excerpt 3. The interaction continues with ZOE and RUV alternat-
ing their sentences between Siriano and Desano, until we get to the sequences in
(23–26), with all sentences in Siriano. Up to this point, ZUE and RUV, who have
already seen the code, have been providing unsolicited tips (i.e., effectively en-
couraging cheating) to the code-breakers. They have already offered the tip that the
yellow peg is in the code, which ZUE repeats in (23), addressing the players in
Siriano:

Siriano
(23) kãrẽ–rũ

abiu.fruit–CLSCONCAVE
‘Yellow!’
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Noticing that EDM is holding a peg of a different color in his hand, RUV utters
sentence (24) in Siriano:

Siriano
(24) ãrĩ–bea iri–ru

be–NEG that–CLSCONCAVE
‘It’s not that (one).’

Noticing that the players are still trying to decide which peg to play, RUV fol-
lows with (25), also in Siriano with elements of Barasano (–kua ‘completive’
coding fulfillment; Jones and Jones 1991:89) and Spanish (amariʎo):

Siriano (with an element of Barasano and Spanish)
(25) kãrẽ–rũ ãrãdi(SIR)–kua(BAR)

abiu.fruit–CLSCONCAVE say-COMPL

amariʎo(SPA)–ru(SIR) ãrãdiye
yellow-CLSCONCAVE said

‘I have just said it’s the yellow peg.’8

EDM then responds to RUV (26) in Siriano:

Siriano
(26) nẽ pʉrʉ yã–ka5ta

INTERJ after see–IMP5EMPH

‘What? Then check it later (if it’s correct).’

The occurrence of an element from Barasano in RUV’s utterance in (25) can be
explained by the fact that she is married to a Barasano speaker, and speaks Bara-
sano. Although the word kãrẽ ‘abiu.fruit’ has been used to refer to the yellow
peg in previous interactions, at this point, RUV uses the Spanish word amariʎo
‘yellow’ instead, perhaps to make her point clearer.

6.3.4. Excerpt 4. The examples in (27–28) are part of a second round of
game play. Again, ORL and EDM are sitting next to each other, and JON is sit-
ting by both. They told RUV and ZOE not to interfere; however, this time, they
want to include JON as a third code-breaker. ORL starts the round addressing
EDM in Siriano (27), a language that ORL and especially EDM, have been using
often in these interactions:

Siriano
(27) mãrĩ–di’i5ta mõã–rã pãmã

1SG–EXCL5EMPH work–IMPFV:3PL then

‘We (are) the only (ones) playing, then.’

8 kãrẽ ‘abiu’ refers to Pouteria caimitu, a fruit that is bright yellow when ripe.
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However, what ORL means is that the three of them sitting on the bench (i.e.,
ORL, EDM, and JON) will be playing (not the girls or other bystanders). That
ORL is including JON is made clear in the second sentence (28):

Desano (with elements of Siriano)
(28) nõ’õ ãrĩ–bo–kuri Jon mʉ̃’ʉ̃

what be–SPEC–INTERR Jon 2SG

pe’pi–kʉ(DES) mʉ̃ʉ̃5ta ẽã(SIR)
think–NOM 2SG5EMPH with/to

‘What is your opinion, Jon? (I’m talking) to you!’

This utterance begins in Desano (JON’s father’s language) and then, switch-
ing back to Siriano (the language which, up to this point, was dominating this
interaction).

6.3.5. Excerpt 5. Up to this point in the game, the interaction was pri-
marily between ORL and EDM. The next examples in (29–32) include JON’s
participation in the interaction. During the interaction in these examples, ORL
is holding all the pegs in his hands, showing them to EDM; then JON points to the
peg (the orange one) that he thinks might be in the code and utters (29) in Tukano:

Tukano
(29) ãã ãrĩ–hã nĩ–mĩ

yes this–DIM be–FR

‘Yes, this is the one.’

ORL hesitates for a few seconds, and MIC (JON’s sister), who was watching,
addresses (30) to ORL and EDM in Desano with an element of Siriano:

Desano (with an element of Siriano)
(30) gãmõ sipʉa–di–ru–gã ãĩ–mũtã–ka(SIR)

older.brother point–NOM–CLSCONCAVE–DIM take–INCIP–IMP

‘First take the little peg as indicated by (my) brother.’

Neither player is sure which peg JON pointed to, so JON utters (31), address-
ing EDM and ORL in Spanish:

Spanish
(31) anaranjado

orange

‘(The) orange (one)’9

9 The use of this Spanish word is likely influenced by the fact that there is no term for the color
‘orange’ in Eastern Tukanoan languages. Some speakers seem to avoid the use of Spanish by us-
ing the name of a fruit to refer to certain colors, such as ‘abiu fruit’ for yellow in (25).
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To which ORL replies with (32) in Tukano:

Tukano
(32) ã’rĩ

this:PROX

‘this one?’

The utterance in (32) is addressed to JON. ORL switched to Tukano since this
was the language JON was using during the game.

6.3.6. Excerpt 6. The interaction continues in the three languages (Desano,
Siriano, and Tukano). EDM is the only speaker who maintains the use of his lan-
guage (Siriano) for most of his turns during the entire interaction. However, at
one point, in which he is disagreeing with JON about the position of a peg, he
switches to Tukano, matching the language JON has been using. In (33) JON is
addressing ORL and EDM in Tukano:

Tukano
(33) ato–pe mãhã

here–CONTR origin

‘it (is) from here’

EDM then utters (34), addressing JON in Tukano:

Tukano
(34) ato dʉsa5ta mãrĩ5rẽ sã–rõ

here lack5EMPH 1SG5REF put–IMPFV:1

‘We are missing (a peg) here.’

In ORL’s turn, he directs a question to EDM (35) in Tukano, rather than using
Siriano, which is the language used almost all the time by EDM:

Tukano
(35) dihka nĩ–bosa–ri mʉ̃’ʉ̃ tuo–yã–kã

what be–could–INTERR 2SG hear–see–IMPLIC

‘Which (one) do you think it is?’

Interestingly, in the same turn, ORL, hurrying JON to play, switches to Desano
(36):

Desano
(36) mã Jon mʉ̃’ʉ̃ õ–rẽ sãyã5ta

ready Jon 2SG here–REF place5EMPH

‘Okay, Jon place (a peg) here.’

However, EDM, also urging JON to hurry, utters (37) in Tukano while giving
him a peg to be placed on the board:
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Tukano
(37) sãyã sãyã Jon mʉ̃’ʉ̃ yẽẽ

place place Jon 2SG take

yẽẽ yẽẽ–toa–mĩ mʉ̃’ʉ̃ sãyã
take take–already–FR 2SG place

“place (a peg), Jone, you took (a peg) already; play!”

JON, clearly annoyed at being rushed to select a peg, utters (38), addressing
EDM in Tukano:

Tukano
(38) mã wihsi–a–ya

ready err–ASSER–IMP

‘Fine, make a mistake, then!’

LUI, who is standing by the table, abruptly utters (39) to the players in Desano:

Desano
(39) hm yuhu–ye wãã ãrã yuhu–ye5ta

hmm one–CLSPIECE be.good be:ASSER one–CLSPIECE5EMPH

‘Hmm, one peg is correct, only one.”

LUI’s contribution in Desano serves to establish the dominant language for the
next few sentences in the interaction, which now switches to Desano.

7. Discussion. As the cases presented here show, the claims found in pre-
vious literature that code-switching and code-mixing is absolutely prohibited in
the Vaupés are overstated. Both do occur. My observations in the community
San José de Viña have shown that, in general, Desano is employed in the com-
munity level—it is usually the language used in gatherings, ceremonies, songs,
and conversations. Siriano is also widely used in the community, perhaps be-
cause most of the women married to Desano are Siriano. Children tend to use
mostly Desano; the other languages are restricted to the homes in which each
of the women live. Although I did not have the opportunity to enter all the family
homes in the community, I was able to observe language use in a Desano-Siriano
household, a Desano-Tukano household, and a Siriano-Kubeo household (here,
the first language is the husband’s, and the second, the wife’s). In these homes,
the wife’s language was frequently used and, at least in my presence, the hus-
band used his language and the wife used hers, with occasional code-switching
from both parties. The children alternated between the two languages, thus vi-
olating the reported language etiquette of the area, according to which one is ex-
pected to speak one’s father’s language, especially in their father’s presence (cf.
Sorensen 1967; Aikhenvald 2003b). This shows clearly that code-switching is
quite common, and uncensored, in speakers’ homes.
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Code-switching is also common in the community context, such as when peo-
ple are gathering for community events. In these situations, community members
tend to use their father’s language more naturally, although Desano is often used
in this context as the de facto language of the community since most fathers in
the community speak Desano. This makes Desano not only the predominant lan-
guage of the community, but also the language of the majority of fathers.

In other contexts, my corpus of recordings in this community reveals that even
Desano speakers tend to mix languages. Siriano speakers tend to code-mix with
Desano, but not with Tukano. One possible explanation for this pattern is that,
while Desano men marry both Siriano and Tukano women, there are no Siriano-
Tukano couples in the community. Not only there is a lack of mixing with Tukano,
according to community members, Spanish, the national language of Colombia,
is only spoken when outsiders (health workers, government agents) come to the
community; nevertheless, the corpus does reveal clearly the existence of code-
mixing involving Spanish elements. Finally, unlike what is happening in many
of the Desano communities on the Brazilian side of the national boundary (es-
pecially in the Tiquié River region), there is no shift of either Desano or Siriano
to Tukano (or, for that matter, to Spanish) in this community.

The instances of code-mixing described in this study show that speakers use
both lexical and grammatical features from the languages they know (usually
their parents’ and/or spouses’ languages) in one sentence. One question that arises
from these cases of code-mixing is why people in this particular community would
mix languages if norms of linguistic behavior strongly opposed code-mixing. The
people who participated in (or witnessed) code-mixing did not express any dis-
approval or condemnation of the code-mixing practices, with the exception of the
interaction between mother and daughter (11–15), where the mother scolded
the daughter for using the Spanish word mamá ‘mom’ and told her to use the
Desano word in an utterance that itself used both Desano and Tukano. This neg-
ative attitude to code-mixing was not observed in any other interaction. As for
code-switching, it seems that speakers in this community code-switch more freely
between the indigenous languages they know, but not Spanish.

In general, when it was pointed out to speakers that certain utterances from
the recorded conversations contained mixing, they seemed somewhat surprised,
as if it was completely unworthy of comment or even notice. Speakers only seem
to disapprove of code-mixing when one is “expected” to use a particular language
in certain genres (e.g., narrating a traditional story or singing a song)—and even
when code-mixing occurred in these situations, no one reprimanded the speaker
in public. When asked about the code-mixing involving the indigenous languages,
speakers helping to transcribe and annotate the data described it as “a normal
thing” for people in their community.

Based on the interactions presented in this paper, and many other instances
recorded in the community, it seems that code-switching and code-mixing are
recognized and accepted. While motivations for code-switching and code-mixing
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have not yet been studied in depth, we can speculate that they involve factors
such as social setting and social event, as well as their use in constructing a multi-
lingual identity. Language choice and the decision to code-mix or code-switch
(or the decision not to) is known to be influenced by individual’s choices of group
identity, particularly where that identity has been deliberately changed (cf. Myers-
Scotton 1993; De Fina 2007; Hall and Nilep 2015). For example, one of the par-
ticipants in the game-playing interaction, EDM, is the son of a Desano man who
switched his identity to Siriano and became the patriarch of a new Siriano sib
(Ihsikopõrã). The members of this sib avoid speaking Desano, and the commu-
nity members recognize them as Siriano men (usually by pointing them out as
former Desanos). In all interactions I recorded in which EDM participated, he
avoided using Desano (although on one occasion he decided to share an anec-
dote in Desano he knew would be recorded); unlike the other participants, he
never code-mixed, and only in a few occasions code-switched between Siriano
and Tukano (but not between Siriano and Desano). In this case, he apparently
maintains his adoptive identity by scrupulous avoidance of code-switching and
code-mixing with Desano, something recognizably permitted to those who iden-
tify as Desano in this community.
Insofar as the Desano community of this study is concerned, neither code-

switching nor code-mixing seems to be highly constrained or rigorously avoided.
Both code-switching and code-mixing occur in contexts of everyday interaction, in
speakers’ homes, social situations (interactions with other multilingual individuals),
and social events (social meetings, game-playing, preparingmanioc flour). These
situations, as seen repeatedly in the corpus, apparently foster more naturalistic
language use wherein speakers feel no need to police their speech to conform rig-
idly to expected norms of language use in this multilingual environment. How-
ever, further research at multiple sites is needed to understand the norms of mul-
tilingual language in the diverse Vaupés region.
Most of what is known about multilingual interactions as reported in ethno-

graphic studies are based on the researcher’s impressionistic observation and re-
cordings of traditional stories, and rarely are naturalistic data, such as recordings
of conversations, used. More fine-grained documentation focusing on natural dis-
course interaction, rather than simply narratives, is necessary not only because
it would allow us to analyze whether these patterns of code-switching and code-
mixing practiced in this community also occur elsewhere in the region, but also
because such multilingual interactions may be as endangered—if not more so—
than the individual languages involved.
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